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• A. Young is a Professor of Veterinary and Biomedical 
Sciences at South Dakota State University
– Research focused on Comparative Immunology, Teaching 

Infectious Disease Immunology in both Undergraduate and 
Graduate classes

• A. Young is founder and Chief Technical Officer of 
Medgene Labs
– Medgene Labs is a USDA Licensed Animal Vaccine company 

based out of Brookings, SD. 
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Outbreaks of Animal and Human 
Coronaviruses



It has been estimated that over 60% of all 
emerging diseases are zoonotic.



Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea 
Virus

• Was in Asia, Europe for many years
• In April 2013, was isolated for the first time in the 

United States
• The virus is very stable, and very infectious
• The most likely means for introduction in the 

United States was via people traveling from 
endemic areas, contaminated tools, or 
contaminated feed.

• Incursion into Canada was blamed on 
contaminated feed. 

• Although not a human pathogen, vaccine 
responsiveness and licensing issues are 
analogous to the human experience



PEDv – Licensed Vaccine Response
Schulz and Tonsor5112

providing a conceptual framework of the economic in-

flu

e

nce of  PEDV .

TIMELINE OF PEDV AND CORRESPONDING 

SUPPLY AND DEMAND IMPACTS

Livestock diseases can have differing impacts de-

pending on typology and severity. Diseases impacting 

the food supply can have extremely large impacts on the 

entire livestock industry as outbreaks of some diseases 

can lead to dramatic supply reductions, partial or full 

stoppages of varying duration with trading partners, as 

well as a hesitation to consume meat products from re-

gions that are found to have livestock disease outbreaks. 

A less severe scenario includes a spread of disease 

throughout the herd, causing diminished productivity or 

an increase in mortality and morbidity rates or both.

PEDV Is a Supply Impacting Disease

The primary, and often only, clinical signs of 

PEDV are acute watery diarrhea and vomiting (Geiger 

and Connor, 2013). PEDV is most serious in neona-

tal piglets where morbidity and mortality can be 80% 

to 100%, with mortality increasing as age increases 

(USDA, 2013). The severity of PEDV can vary widely 

and is dependent on previous exposure and the immu-

nological and epidemiologic status of the farm, region, 

or area affected (Geiger and Connor, 2013).

Any estimate of the supply impact of PEDV is in-

herently uncertain given the wide range in severity and 

length of the disease after an outbreak, any potential con-

founding effects (e.g., hog weights, inventory expansion 

or contraction, Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory 

Syndrome, etc.), and the imprecise reporting of PEDV 

cases. That said, available data can be used to formulate 

an estimate of the impact of PEDV on pork supply.

The Swine Health Monitoring Project provides a 

standardized way of tracking PEDV (UM SDEC, 2015). 

The project tracks about 2.1 million sows (out of a na-

tional total of approximately 5.8 million). The benefit 

of this project is that only new outbreaks of PEDV are 

reported. Furthermore, the project provides a PEDV ep-

idemic threshold given the seasonality in the outbreak 

of coronaviruses. This project showed an increase in 

the number of PEDV cases in June 2013 and an even 

more dramatic increase that started in September 2013 

(Fig. 1). The number of new cases of PEDV as tracked 

in the Swine Monitoring Project was then above epi-

demic threshold levels through June 2014. For illus-

trative purposes, the “year of PEDV” for inventory 

impacts was deemed September 2013 through August 

2014, which allows comparisons across USDA Hogs 

and Pigs reports. Over 50% of sow farms tracked in the 

Swine Health Monitoring Project had new outbreaks 

during the “year of PEDV” (UM SDEC, 2014).

Year-over-year comparisons are a popular way to 

evaluate changes in swine inventories and pork produc-

tion (Table 1). Annual inventory changes in the “year 

of PEDV” were estimated from USDA Hogs and Pigs 

reports. This report, issued four times yearly, presents 

data on the U.S. pig crop for 16 major states and the 

United States, including inventory number by class, 

weight group, farrowings, and farrowing intentions 

(USDA NASS, 2015a). The number of sows farrowing 

in the United States was slightly smaller (28,000 sows) 

in September 2013 through August 2014 compared to 

September 2012 through August 2013. However, the 

combined year-over-year reduction in the number of 

sows farrowing (−0.25%) pales in comparison to the 

Figure 1. Swine health monitoring project: PEDV incidence analysis. This figu r e presents the PEDV exponentially-weighted moving average 

(EWMA) epidemic monitor (left vertical axis) with preliminary epidemic threshold based on 2013/2014 seasonal incidence. This figu r e also monitors the 

actual weekly number of incident cases of PED (right vertical axis). Updated through October 31, 2014. Source: UM SDEC, 2014.
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Adapted from Schulz and Tonsor, 2015. 
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d

License



Vaccine Formulation and 
Conception



How does COVID19 Infect? 

• The COVID19 Virus is coated with a 
protein, termed the “Spike” or “S” 
protein.

• This Spike protein binds to a receptor 
on human cells, the ACE2 receptor

• Once bound, the virus is internalized 
where it begins to replicate and take 
over the normal host machinery of the 
cell. 

https://theconversation.com/what-is-the-ace2-receptor-how-is-it-connected-to-coronavirus-and-why-might-it-
be-key-to-treating-covid-19-the-experts-explain-136928



What does the Immune System do in Response? 

https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/the-search-for-immune-responses-that-stop-covid-19-67769



• ALL vaccines work by simulating a natural infection sufficiently to get the immune 
system to recognize the key components of the virus (spike protein), so that 
”memory” is retained to mount a pre-emptive response to infection before the virus 
can cause disease.

• Due to the complexity of the immune system, the more a vaccine can mirror a 
natural infection, the stronger the vaccine.  This explains why vaccines may induce 
local swelling, some pain, and possible fever – the vaccine is simulating an infection 
while not promoting the full disease. 

• The vaccine ideally produces sufficient antibody (serology) response against the 
Spike protein to block the ability of the virus to bind to the ACE2 receptor and infect 
cells.   Some cellular immunity is also protective to kill infected cells before 
widespread infection.  

How do Vaccines Work? 



TRADITIONAL VACCINES

Live

Killed

Heterologous Live – TB, Smallpox
Modified/Attenuated Live

Grow/Kill
Subunit
DNA/RNA



Advantages

• rapid

• 1 dose usual give 
booster

• long-lasting

• no adjuvant

• less $

• Interferon, IgA, T 
cells

• Intranasal

Disadvantages
• reversion to virulence
• immunosuppressive
• abortion, tetratogenic-

birth defects
• contamination with 

adventitial agents
• not thermostable- need 

cold storage and 
distribution- cold chain

MODIFIED-LIVE VACCINES

NONE of the current COVID vaccine approaches are Modified Live
(NOTE – we will discuss LIVE VECTORED SUBUNITs in a bit….)



Advantages

• Safe

• long-lasting

• IgA, T cells

• stable
• genetically

• heat

INACTIVATED VACCINES
Disadvantages

• $$$$ 

• less immunogenic
• 2+ doses initially

• revaccination

• adjuvants

• hypersensitivity



SUBUNIT VACCINES
• Protein Subunit vaccines

– purified from wild-type organism
• Leukocell™ FeLV

– cloned and expressed in vitro in bacteria 
or yeast, or in plants
• RM Canine Lyme™ (GenetiVac™ FeLV)

– Polysaccharide and Conjugate vaccines
• B cell T-independent epitopes
• Combination of carrier protein plus 

polysaccharide-conjugate vaccine
– H. influenzae
– Pneumococcus

Virtually ALL of the existing COVID vaccines use a variety of this approach to 
deliver the Spike protein to the immune system. 



RECOMBINANT VIRUS VACCINES

Rabies virus
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G
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Vaccinia virus

Recombinant
vaccinia virus…
“Infect” an animal

to immunize it!

G



Advantages:
• like MLV…

– rapid; 1 dose; long-lasting; no 
adjuvant; inexpensive; interferon, 
IgA and T cells are induced

• accommodate large or multiple 
gene inserts

• relatively thermostable

• oral or scarification routes of 
administration

VACCINIA VIRUS RECOMBINANT 
VACCINES

Disadvantages:
u disease in 

immunocompromised hosts

u revaccination failure (?)

Most COVID approaches are using 
Adenovirus-based Vectors

The same limitations are present.



The mRNA Vaccines –
Moderna, Pfizer, Merck

• All vaccines work by providing 
the target protein (Spike) to 
the immune system to 
promote antibody production

• mRNA vaccines deliver the 
message to the cells to 
produce the Spike protein, that 
is then available to the 
immune system.

• Merck has been selling RNA-
based vaccines against PEDv
since 2014 with no adverse 
effects



Modified Live Vaccines-
Astrazeneca and Johnson and Johnson

• In this case, the spike protein replaces a nonessential protein in a harmless virus, the 
Adenovirus.   Although the virus is “grown” in cells to produce the vaccine, it is unable to 
replicate in host cells after vaccination but still produces protein 

https://smw.ch/article/doi/smw.2017.14465

Production Vaccination



How do Human and Animal Vaccines 
get Licensed? 



Safety and Efficacy

• Pre-clinical and clinical trials regulated by Food and Drug 
Administration for Humans
– Phase I- small numbers- immunogenicity, dose-response range, 

optimal route of administration, adverse events
– Phase II & III- each larger study to assess efficacy with a challenge-

passes approved for use
– Phase IV monitor vaccine in the field after licensing-efficacy and side 

effects
• Center for Disease Control-Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS)

– Collects sound scientific data on adverse events
– Source for accurate information on vaccine safety

• Veterinary vaccines are regulated by Center for Veterinary Biologics 
(CVB) USDA-APHIS
– Much easier to get licensed 
– Also has adverse events collection system



Timelines, Costs

• Human Vaccines (FDA):
– Briefly, involves animal trials, toxicity data in animals, 

small and large human safety trials, GMP-managed 
production system

– May take well over 10 years, costs in the $100M-$1B 
range per vaccine. 

• Animal Vaccines (USDA)
-Multiple categories for approval, involve animal 
efficacy, safety demonstration, consistency of product, 
regulated by 9CFR Regulations.
-Average 5 years from beginning of pathway, cost $1M-
$10M (or more). 



USDA Licensed Vaccine Products

– Commercial Full Licensed Vaccines:
• A single vaccine product, claims of efficacy, approved outline 

of production, unrestricted sale

– Conditional Licensed Vaccines:
• A single vaccine product, expected efficacy, approved outline 

of production, sale restricted with 2 year expiry

– Autogenous Vaccines:
• No claim of efficacy, highly restricted sale.

– Emergency Use Authorization Vaccines
• May be imported or domestic, pre-license for emergency 

use (current Zoetis COVID vaccine in use, all human COVID 
vaccines)

– Prescription Platform Vaccines



Prescription Platform Vaccines

Unlike other CVB-licensed vaccines, a full license is obtained on the 
entire process, which regulates a consistent manufacturing process 
that ensures consistent purity and safety, while permitting 
modifications to the individual target antigens in the vaccine. 

From Erdman et al, 2020. JAVMA 257(11):1142-1147. 



So where does this bring us? 

– Vaccines approved in the US for human “Emergency Use Authorization” 
(to date, all appear to at least mitigate disease against new variants).

• mRNA: Pfizer, Moderna

• Adenovirus-Vectored Modified Live: Johnson and Johnson

– Vaccines approved in the US for animal “Emergency Use Authorization”

• Zoetis

– Other COVID Vaccines pending approval: 

• Baculovirus: Novovax

• Adenovirus: Astrazenica

• Russia, Chinese vaccines.



Vaccine Hesitancy



She survived,  but 
I’d still want a 

parachute!

“The Plural of Anecdote is Not Data”


